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ABSTRACT: Carpet production in the late Ottoman Empire developed during the
second half of the nineteenth century in a context of growing trade with Western mar-
kets, until, by the turn of the century, carpets had become the empire’s leading manu-
facturing export. This article examines the expansion of oriental carpet production in
Armenian communities affected by violence in the mid-s and in , and its
role in their recovery. It shows that output of oriental carpets rose and production
was moved into regions with limited or no “pre-violence” experience of carpet produc-
tion. We shall see that the increases in production were firmly linked to market-based
efforts to reconstruct those communities. Different actors, including local and regional
merchant-entrepreneurs and multinational companies as well as individual trans-
national actors such as missionaries, all began to involve themselves in Armenian com-
munities, both to promote trade in carpets and to offer the production of them as a
solution to the post-violence ills. As a result, Armenian women and children in post-
violence communities became an integral part of the global market in oriental carpets
as a vulnerable, organizationally weak but cost-efficient workforce. The whole process
was justified in the name of assistance to the needy and was closely associated with
changing definitions of the work ethic and morality in the late Ottoman Empire.

In the early s, a young woman called Siranush Shirinyan lived in the town
of Sivas, in central-eastern Anatolia, where she worked as a carpet weaver in
Albert Aliotti’s carpet factory. She was born in Sivas in , barely two
years after anti-Armenian violence had swept the entire region. One of eight
siblings, the violence of  left her father unable to work, so the responsi-
bility for the family’s subsistence fell primarily on the young shoulders of
Siranush and her three older sisters, who stayed at home to work as weavers.

∗ An earlier and shorter version of this paper was presented to the panel “Fortune, Crisis,
Catastrophe: Histories of Capitalism in the Global Middle East”, organized at the nd Annual
Meeting of the Middle Eastern Studies Association (MESA), San Antonio, Texas, –
November . I would like to thank my fellow panellists and the audience for their comments
and suggestions, and the Short-Term Grant for Armenian Studies by the Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation, which helped me undertake further research to develop the article.
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Siranush began working to earn a crust at the age of eight – not especially
young for the period – when she went to carpet magnate Albert Aliotti’s fac-
tory, recently established in the city. Siranush thus became just one of many
Armenian girls and young women in Sivas whose labour became the main
source of income for the violence-stricken community.
While keeping in mind the stories of Siranush and many other Armenian

young women and girls, in this article I shall examine the relationship between
violence and different labour regimes and the discourses built around them in
various regions in Anatolia after the anti-Armenian violence in the late
Ottoman Empire, beforeWorldWar I. The violencewas one result of complex
developments in the context of an Ottoman state that was modernizing and
centralizing, and of the deeds of various social actors in the second half of
the nineteenth century. It included social, economic, demographic, and diplo-
matic dimensions, which stemmed from the power vacuum in the regions
inhabited by the Armenians and was affected by the period’s increasing mili-
tarization. Moreover, an Armenian mercantile bourgeoisie was on the rise,
replacing older hierarchies, and Armenians were increasingly criminalized in
state discourse and practice. All that had the effect of transforming the
“ArmenianQuestion” from a diplomatic to a socio-political matter, ultimately
only to be “solved” during World War I.
The gendered political economy of the geography of anti-Armenian vio-

lence is under-examined, despite the expanding scholarship on such topics
as the dynamics of ethnic violence in – and in , land grabs
and the transfer of capital from Armenians to other groups, how women
were affected by mass violence particularly during World War I and how
they recovered from it, Armenian orphans and the struggles over their

. Arakel Patrik,PatmagirkHushamatyan Sebastioy yewGawariHayutyan, Vol.  (Beirut, ),
p. .
. On the Armenian Massacres of –, see Robert Melson, Revolution and Genocide: On
the Origins of the Armenian Genocide and the Holocaust (Chicago, IL, ), pp. –; see also
articles in R.G. Suny (ed.), Special Issue on theHamidianMassacres,Armenian Review,  ().
The articles on the Hamidian massacres that appeared in Études arméniennes contemporaines,
Special Issue , The Massacres of the Hamidian Period: Global Narratives and Local
Approaches (), and Special Issue , The Massacres of the Hamidian Period (II):
Perceptions and Perspectives (), are among the most recent contributions to the scholarship
on the violence in the s.
. Stephan Astourian, “The Silence of the Land: Agrarian Relations, Ethnicity, and Power”, in
Ronald Grigor Suny, Fatma Müge Göçek, and Norman M. Naimark (eds), A Question of
Genocide: Armenians and Turks at the End of the Ottoman Empire (Oxford, ), pp. –;
Bedross Der Matossian, “The Taboo within the Taboo: The Fate of ‘Armenian Capital’ at the
End of the Ottoman Empire”, European Journal of Turkish Studies, available at: https://journals.
openedition.org/ejts/; last accessed  December .
. The scholarship focuses particularly on gendered violence during deportations and abductions
of Armenian Muslim women and their incorporation into the community during and after World
War I. See Lerna Ekmekçioğlu, “A Climate for Abduction, A Climate for Redemption: The
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bodies, and the discussion of anti-Armenian violence in Ottoman-Turkish
historiography. In this article, I aim to analyse the reconstruction of
Armenian communities after ethnic violence as a constant characteristic of
broader Ottoman social and economic history. I will seek to establish a rela-
tionship between violence, the expansion of markets and global commodity
chains, and to understand how and why the Ottoman economy’s “reindus-
trialization” – that is, the growth in its manufacturing output after a period
of decline – coincided with the destruction wrought by mass violence in the
final decades of the empire’s existence. To answer the question, I investigated
the rise of oriental carpets as the most important commodity and the one man-
ufactured in the most labour-intensive way and by the greatest proportion of
women. I considered the question primarily in relation to the geography of
anti-Armenian violence in the late Ottoman Empire, and I believe that the
rise in production of oriental carpets and their emergence as a global commod-
ity were firmly linked to market-based efforts to reconstruct the
violence-stricken Armenian communities in Anatolia. While gaining relative
power in their communities thanks to their central role in the expansion of
the trade, Armenian women and children in post-violence communities
were simultaneously integrated into the global market for oriental carpets as
a cheap but vulnerable and organizationally weak workforce. The process of

Politics of Inclusion during and after the Armenian Genocide”, Comparative Studies in Society
and History, : (), pp. –; idem, Recovering Armenia: The Limits of Belonging in
Post-Genocide Turkey (Stanford, CA, ); Matthias Bjørnlund, “‘A Fate Worse than Dying’:
Sexual Violence during the Armenian Genocide”, in Dagmar Herzog (ed.), Brutality and
Desire: War and Sexuality in Europe’s Twentieth Century (New York, ), pp. –;
Anthonie Holslag, “Exposed Bodies: A Conceptual Approach to Sexual Violence during the
Armenian Genocide”, in Amy E. Randall (ed.), Genocide and Gender in the Twentieth
Century: A Comparative Survey (London, ), pp. –; Rebecca Jinks, “‘Marks Hard to
Erase’: The Troubled Reclamation of ‘Absorbed’ Armenian Women, –”, The
American Historical Review, : (), pp. –; Vahé Tachjian, “Gender, Nationalism,
Exclusion: The Reintegration Process of Female Survivors of the Armenian Genocide”, in
Nations and Nationalism, : (), pp. –; Vahé Tachjian, “Mixed Marriage,
Prostitution, Survival: Reintegrating Armenian Women into Post-Ottoman Cities”, in Nazan
Maksudyan (ed.), Women and the City, Women in the City: A Gendered Perspective on
Ottoman Urban History (New York, ), pp. –.
. Nazan Maksudyan, “New ‘Rules of Conduct’ for State, American Missionaries, and
Armenians:  Adana Massacres and the Ottoman Orphanage (Dârü’l-Eytâm-ı Osmânî)”, in
François Georgeon (ed.), L’Ivresse de la Liberté. La Révolution de  dans l’Empire
Ottoman (Paris, ), pp. –; Uğur Ümit Üngör, “Orphans, Converts, and Prostitutes:
Social Consequences of War and Persecution in the Ottoman Empire, –”, War in
History, : (), pp. –.
. Bedross Der Matossian, “Contending Trends in the Armenian Historiography of the Late
Ottoman Empire: Inclusion vs. Exclusion”, New Perspectives on Turkey,  (), pp. –
; David Gutman, “Review: Ottoman Historiography and the End of the Genocide Taboo:
Writing the Armenian Genocide into Late Ottoman History”, Journal of the Ottoman and
Turkish Studies Association, : (), pp. –.
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their incorporation into that market, justified in the name of improving disad-
vantaged lives, was similarly closely associated with changing definitions of
the work ethic and morality, and reproduced women’s and children’s subordi-
nation to social and economic hierarchies beyond their immediate reach.

CARPET-MAKING AND FEMALE LABOUR IN THE LATE
OTTOMAN EMPIRE

The history of the Ottoman economy in the nineteenth century has been
examined mainly from the perspective of the integration of Ottoman markets
into the European economic core. According to that paradigm, by signing
free-trade treaties with the Great Powers from the late s onwards the
Ottoman Empire, like other non-Western players, opened up its markets to
Europeanmerchandise – but to its own disadvantage. Small and artisanal pro-
duction collapsed in the face of the influx of European goods that entered the
Ottoman market with the benefit of the favourable tariffs of the trade treaties.
The Ottoman economy did, however, learn to adjust enough for the down-
ward trend in manufacturing to have slowed by the s, but it was able to
“reindustrialize” only from  after the end of the economic crisis.

Reindustrialization consisted of increasing output and growing numbers of
employees in poorly capitalized manufacturing sectors driven by low technol-
ogy, particularly in textiles, silk thread-making, and the weaving of oriental
carpets, all of which were labour-intensive industries employing large num-
bers of women.

Currently accepted explanations for that phenomenon are based on classical
economic theory with its firm belief in equilibrium between supply and
demand, a “free” labour force, and the labour theory of value. They emphasize
the rising demand at the time from Europe for carpets and technological and
organizational developments in production. Econometric explanations claim
that the import of yarn, which relieved women from spinning, created an

. For an overview of the economic history of the era, see Reşat Kasaba,TheOttoman Empire and
the World Economy: The Nineteenth Century (Albany, NY, ); Şevket Pamuk, The Ottoman
Empire and European Capitalism, –: Trade, Investment and Production (Cambridge,
).
. Reşat Kasaba, “Treaties and Friendships: British Imperialism, the Ottoman Empire, and China
in the Nineteenth Century”, Journal of World History, : (), pp. –.
. Osman Okyar, “A New Look at the Problem of Economic Growth in the Ottoman Empire
(–)”, The Journal of European Economic History,  (), pp. –.
. Donald Quataert, “Ottoman Women, Households, and Textile Manufacturing, –”,
in Nikki Keddie and Beth Baron (eds), Shifting Boundaries in Sex and Gender (New Haven, CT,
), pp. –.
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excess of labour which could be employed in weaving. Some argued, too,
that certain characteristics of the Ottoman manufacturing sector played a
role in its reindustrialization, mainly its interdependence with the agricultural
sector’s labour market. By the end of the economic crisis in , therefore,
falling agricultural prices might have led excess agricultural labour to move
into manufacturing, resulting in an increase in output. However, such purely
economic explanations disregard the interwoven relationships between ele-
ments such as local context, market relations, and cultural understanding of
work and female labour in the period. That disregard has come about despite
parallels with the well-discussed scholarship on post-s Turkey, where po-
litical economy and gender are once again at the centre of analysis.Moreover,
a preconceived understanding of the Ottoman Empire as an agrarian economy
leaves such approaches failing to seek any explanation for the role of the urban
economies, which were the real motive force behind the reindustrialization of
the Ottoman economy. My examination of late-Ottoman-Empire carpet pro-
duction therefore not only historicizes those relations but, more importantly,
approaches the economy of the late Ottoman Empire as something ingrained
in Ottoman society, both shaping and shaped by local social and cultural
dynamics while interacting closely with global trends.
Carpets have been considered the commodity that best exemplifies the

trends mentioned above, with their workshop- and home-based manufacture
and chiefly female production. Production of carpets in the late Ottoman
Empire grew in a context of closer trade with Western markets during the
second half of the nineteenth century, and by that century’s end carpets had
become the empire’s leading manufacturing export. In the early days, as
exports rose, the “traditional” carpet centres in western Anatolia – chiefly
Ushak, which had been associated with carpet weaving and export to
Europe for centuries, but also including Gördes, Kula, and Demirci – were
prominent in the market, and Izmir/Smyrna was the chief port from which
carpets for export were despatched. However, on closer examination

. Şevket Pamuk and J.G. Williamson, “Ottoman De-industrialization, –: Assessing
the Magnitude, Impact, and Response”, Economic History Review,  (), pp. –, .
. Lourdes Benería, “Gender and the Construction of Global Markets: Engendering Polanyi’s
The Great Transformation”, in Feride Acar and Ayşe Güneş-Ayata (eds), Gender and Identity
Construction: Women of Central Asia, the Caucasus and Turkey (Leiden, ), pp. –;
Jenny B. White, Money Makes Us Relatives: Women’s Labor in Urban Turkey (Austin, TX,
); Saniye Dedeoğlu, “Visible Hands: Invisible Women: Garment Production in Turkey”,
Feminist Economics, : (), pp. –; Damla Işık, “On Sabır and Agency”, International
Feminist Journal of Politics, : (), pp. –.
. Suraiya Faroqhi, Artisans of Empire: Crafts and Craftspeople Under the Ottomans (London,
), p. ; Donald Quataert, “Machine Breaking and the Changing Carpet Industry of Western
Anatolia, –”, Journal of Social History, : (), pp. –; Sadiye Tutsak,
“Osmanlı Devleti’nin son döneminde Uşak’ta halıcılığın makineleşme süreci”, Belleten, 
(), pp. –. Yet, even in Ushak, the disaster caused by the fire of  is quite important
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production figures show that while the Ottoman Empire’s rug exports grew
from , bales in  to , in , the centre of gravity of production
shifted eastwards, away from western Anatolia (Figure ). In that period, the
proportion of carpet exports accounted for by Ushak declined from  per
cent in  to  per cent in , while total exports reached unprecedented
heights, and the labour force employed in carpet-making in central and eastern
regions of the empire grew unprecedentedly. New carpet-weaving centres
emerged in a number of places in Anatolia in the late nineteenth century
and particularly in the early twentieth, while the importance of the historic
production centres diminished.
Current scholarship explains the expansion of carpet weaving into new

regions as the result of more efficient production methods introduced by
multinational foreign enterprises in response to growing demand from the
European and American markets. European and particularly British capital
held the dominant position in the organization and production of oriental
carpets as London combined with Istanbul as the hub for the European and
the US markets. Among European capitalists the efforts of the London
and Smyrna-based Oriental Carpet Manufacturers, Ltd. (OCM) and its
financial networks to standardize, control, and dominate carpet production
are well documented. Yet, that explanation, which heavily prioritizes the

to the restructuring of the market and its expansion. A new Armenian neighbourhood was built
after the fire, where the majority of the women were engaged in carpet production in “carpet
workshops”. It is unclear from the sources whether carpet production was introduced among
Armenians following that incident. However, what is more interesting is that the commentator
was not content with the hard work of the women who worked to provide subsistence for their
families, as they proved to be harder working than their men, who “waited for bread [to come]
from their wives”. H.Y.K., “Ushag yewUshagi Hayere”,Handes Amsoryay,  (July ), p. .
. Compare the figures inDonaldQuataert,OttomanManufacturing in the Age of the Industrial
Revolution (Cambridge, ), pp. –, . It should be noted that the figures provide the
least information on Kayseri, where international capital could not penetrate fully; nor do they
include any data on many other carpet-weaving regions, such as Urfa. Earlier reliance on
European sources has strengthened the Eurocentricity of explanations of economic development
in the late Ottoman Empire.
. For instance, according to the official trade statistics for –, the British had the major
share in the export of oriental carpets (i.e. Ottoman-produced and Iranian-produced but
re-exported from Ottoman ports) by ,, piasters of value whereas the
Austro-Hungarian Empire and France followed with eleven and ten million piasters, respectively.
The value of the US market lagged, with exports of carpets worth five million piasters. Rusumat
Müdüriyet-i Umumiyesi, Memalik-i Osmaniyenin Üç Yüz Yirmi Beş Sene-i Maliyesine Mahsus
Ticaret-i Hariciye İstatistiki (Dersaadet,  []), p. .
. Antony Wynn, Three Camels to Smyrna: Times of War and Peace in Turkey, Persia, India,
Afghanistan & Nepal –: The Story of the Oriental Carpet Manufacturers Company
(London, ); Elena Frangakis-Syrett, “Modernity From Below: The Amalgamated Oriental
Carpet Manufacturers, Ltd. of Izmir, –”, Perspectives on Global Development and
Technology, : (), pp. –; Orhan Kurmuş, Emperyalizmin Türkiye’ye Girişi
(Istanbul, ), pp. –.
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role of foreign capital in the organization and stimulation of global interest in
the trade in oriental carpets during the late s and early s, fails to
address certain of its aspects, leaving out of account the growing number of
Armenian carpet dealers both in Europe and the US with direct links to

Figure . Traditional carpet production centres in theOttomanEmpire and the centres established
in the Armenian inhabited districts following mass-violence in the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries.
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local markets and producers in their native land. Moreover, and, more rele-
vantly, to the thrust of this article, no current scholarship addresses the local
conditions that prepared the ground for foreign firms like OCM, which was
established in . The question remains therefore unanswered of whether
it was mere coincidence that newly emerging carpet-weaving cities like
Sivas, Kayseri, Urfa, and Cilicia in eastern-central and southern Anatolia
were all heavily Armenian-populated regions, all of which were hit by
anti-Armenian violence in the late s and early s.
I would argue that, in the late Ottoman Empire, the oriental carpet sector,

which included various actors such as local and regional merchant-entrepreneurs,
multinational companies, and transnational actors, such as missionaries, began to
intertwine with society both to promote trade and to offer solutions to the ills
arising during post-violence reconstruction. What I have observed for the period
after , and again after , in Anatolia is similar to what we now call
“disaster capitalism”. In the Ottoman case, certainly, unregulated markets and
rampant exploitation of human and material resources, coupled with economic
and financial weakness, created both the material institutions and discourses
for acceptance of the private sector’s role in the recovery of post-disaster
Armenian communities.

The role of violence in the creation of a vulnerable female labour force and
new relationships of production was by no means unique to the Ottoman
Empire, for places like Morocco, Bosnia, and the south-western US of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries offer comparable cases of close
relationships between violence, expansion of markets, and accompanying dis-
courses. Anthropologists, ethnographers, and – although to a lesser degree –
historians have examined the transformation of native/local crafts in those
regions in the age of colonialism into museum artefacts displayed around
the world, as representative of conquered cultures. In the US context, the
relationship between violence and the development of capitalism in certain
regions is equally evident. Navajo textiles, for instance, are themost prominent
example of such connections, being transformed from essentially native goods
to “Indian-made” commodity; first violence and then the ensuing systemic
poverty among the Navajo completely altered relationships of production
among the native tribes as they were exposed to the forces unleashed by the

. Rodris Roth, “Oriental Carpet Furniture: A Furnishing Fashion in the West in the Late
Nineteenth Century”, Studies in the Decorative Arts, : (), pp. –, here –, n. .
. NaomiKlein,The ShockDoctrine: TheRise ofDisaster Capitalism (NewYork, ), pp. –.
. Alain de Pommereau, “The Invention of the Moroccan Carpet”, in François Pouillion and
Jean-Claude Vatin (eds), After Orientalism: Critical Perspectives on Western Agency and
Eastern Re-appropriations (Leiden, ), pp. –; Diana Reynolds-Cordileone,
“Displaying Bosnia: Imperialism, Orientalism, and Exhibitionary Cultures in Vienna and
Beyond: –”, Austrian History Yearbook,  (), pp. –.
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expanding US market. Thus, following major social and political transfor-
mations, such objects were commodified to serve the growing appetite of
the European and American white middle classes for “authentic” goods orig-
inating from “others”.
However, unlike the cases of France, Austria-Hungary, and the US, the

Ottoman state was not a strong state with expanding power; rather, its role
in the expansion of oriental carpet production after instances of violence
was limited primarily to regulating – or more often to not regulating – new
market relations, and to providing favourable legal and trade conditions
such as low trade tariffs, and welcoming investments and certain economic
and social institutions in the provinces. Thus, by examining hitherto unused
Armenian local sources, business magazines and newspaper accounts, com-
mittee reports, and testimonies of survivors of mass violence, this article
tells a story of capitalist development in the Ottoman Empire from the per-
spective of various non-state Ottoman actors who participated in the recon-
struction of the post-violence Ottoman economy. Although the article does
not provide an overarching history of carpet production, it will draw on
cases from different regions over a period of two decades in the midst of the
expansion of the sector to show the intricate relationship between violence
and capitalism, and the central role of female labour in the economy of the
late Ottoman Empire.

CARPET WEAVING AS A MEANS OF RECOVERY FROM
VIOLENCE

Anti-Armenian violence began in Trabzon on the Black Sea coast in  and
spread, plague-like, to the towns and through the countryside all the way
down to northern Syria. The massacres reached Sivas too, where, according
to official Ottoman figures, the violence cost the lives of  Armenian men
and left  wounded, while  shops and four khans were plundered.

The immediate loss of those  men and the incapacity for work of many
others – like the father of the young Siranush whom we met at the opening
of this article – directly resulted in many more young women needing to
work, greatly accelerating the arrival of women onto the job market. For
them, carpet weaving was the most accessible sector.

. Lawrence DavidWeiss,Development of Capitalism in the Navajo Nation (Minneapolis, MN,
), p. f.; Kathy M’Closkey, Swept Under the Rug: A Hidden History of Navajo Weaving
(Albuquerque, NM, ); Erika Marie Bsumek, Indian-Made: Navajo Culture in the
Marketplace, – (Lawrence, KS, ).
. Ottoman State Archives, Istanbul, Y.EE. /. n.d., quoted in Edip Gölbaşı, “The Official
Conceptualization of the Anti-Armenian Riots of –”, Études arméniennes contempo-
raines,  (), pp. –, .
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Carpet weaving had actually begun in Sivas a few years before the massacres,
as a part of the general boom in the trade in oriental carpets. Initially, it was a
minor endeavour, limited to the families of a few entrepreneurial men who
used household labour to produce carpets. “The governor of Sivas,
Memduh Bey, […] following the example of the August Ruler [the Sultan],
is also considered a protector of crafts”, as one Armenian commentator
noted, when the Ottoman governor invited the womenfolk of the Armenian
Altiparmakyan family to his mansion to weave a carpet. The mother and
her two daughters were bestowed with gifts in appreciation of their skill and
the quality of their product, but making a beautiful carpet for a bureaucrat
is one thing; turning expensive carpets into a commodity and Sivas into a com-
petitive centre of production – what economists would call a “cluster” – was
something else again. However, following in the footsteps of Mkrtich
Altiparmakyan’s household enterprise, about sixty to seventy workshops
were established in Sivas, each employing anything from five to ten girls
who did their best to be “useful for themselves and their country”. The
Armenian commentator, who gave examples from different carpet-producing
countries, called for the establishment of a joint-stock company to bring all the
workshops under one roof to reduce overheads. However, craft production
was not to be turned into mass production quite so easily as the commentator
proposed; costs could not be reduced sufficiently for production to be com-
petitive in the world market, and trade gradually declined over the rest of
the s. Indeed, it was only in the early s that other economic actors,
owners of both local and global capital, found it lucrative enough to invest
in Sivas, for by that time its labour market was overflowing with cheap labour
in the form of girls like Siranush Shirinyan and other survivors of the
massacres.
An Armenian entrepreneur named Zakaria Tashciyan, who was a carpet

merchant in Sivas, has left us the story of the genesis of what took place in
the early s, which seems to have been a veritable boom.
Mass-production carpet weaving was reintroduced there in the early s
when three partners – a financier, a carpet-master, and a designer – joined
forces to set up a workshop. Their enterprise was still a small one, and to
expand they needed more capital so went into partnership with the famous
Takavor Spartali[yan] family of Izmir, one of the most important carpet mer-
chants in the Ottoman Empire during the boom years of the s and s.
The Spartaliyans would be one of the founders of the OCM in .

In the early s, Albert Aliotti, son-in-law of the Spartali[yan]s, estab-
lished three factories, and that is how mass production of carpets began in

. Arewelk, no. ,  October .
. Ibid.
. Wynn, Three Camels to Smyrna, p. .
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Sivas. By , there were a total of eight firms in the city, four of them with
very extensive subcontracting networks with small workshops throughout the
city and all of them working for international merchants in Izmir. The entire
workforce grew substantially in the period, until there were , young
women and children weaving, ,–, spinners – they too were women
– and about  clerks. And Tashciyan hoped to see those numbers double
within the year.

In November , Kayseri/Caseria was one of the centres hit by
anti-Armenian violence, which, according to missionary reports, killed
approximately , Armenians there. Just as in Sivas, an immediate prob-
lem concerned provision of means for the survivors to secure their livelihoods,
something naturally especially difficult for women and children. In the suc-
cinct view of Earl Percy, who visited the town in about , the solution
was “the [carpet] industry […] started after the massacres as a means of relief
for the people”. Percy was quite right.
In Kayseri, there had been earlier attempts to join the carpet boom already

under way in the western Ottoman Empire, but all failed. According to
Arshak Alboyaciyan, a survivor of the Armenian deportations and historian
of the Armenian towns in Anatolia before , attempts had been made in
the early s to establish carpet workshops in Kayseri. Before then, the car-
pet market of Kayseri was filled with products fromKirsehir made byKurdish
and Avshar tribes, but things changed in –, when the Greek metro-
polit of the St. JohnMonastery in the Greek village of Zincidere began to teach
carpet-making in their boarding school, for which they brought in a woman
from the Incesu village of Kirsehir as master weaver. Later, Krikor Agha
Kundakciyan of Kayseri, who had learned of their enterprise, went into the
business himself, with a tezgah in Kayseri to make silk carpets. However,
the first to take up the business in an orderly way was Mgrdich Yaziciyan,
in ; a few others barely managed to survive, but most failed utterly.
What is striking is that immediately after  the number engaged in the

business grew a hundredfold. According to a letter published in the
Armenian paper Buzandion in Istanbul, there were , looms in  and
by  one account – although probably with some exaggeration – was put-
ting the number at around , in the entire Kayseri region. We can certainly
be sure from various sources that each loom was operated by a young woman
as chief weaver and that she had two or three children between the ages of six

. Biwrakn, no. ,  December , p. .
. Ibid.
. Richard G. Hovannisian, “Armenian Caesarea/Kesaria”, in idem (ed.), Armenian Kesaria/
Kayseri and Cappadocia (Costa Mesa, CA, ), pp. –, .
. Henry A.G. Percy, Highlands of Asiatic Turkey (London, ), p. .
. Arshak Alboyaciyan, Patmutiwn Hay Kesario. Teghagrakan, Patmakan yew Azgagrakan
Usumnasirutiwn, vol.  (Cairo, ) [reprint Antilas, ], p. .
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and ten to assist her.Unlike the case in Sivas, in Kayseri home-based produc-
tion dominated. Groups of weaversmight pool their resources to rent premises
locally, while others worked at home, although in both cases most of the actual
looms were provided by the merchants and both types of workspace were
called işlik. By , the average annual revenue for the city was estimated
at ,–, Ottoman gold liras, , of it profit that was shared by
the merchants, workshop owners, and workers.

The sudden increase in the trade and its growing revenues led the local gov-
ernment in Kayseri to establish a carpet commission in , consisting of the
leading merchants of the town, with five Armenian members but led by a
Muslim Turk. The goal of the commission was to improve the quality of the
carpets produced in the city and regulate relations between workers and mer-
chants. The commission set the wages for each worker and collected a tax of
half a mecidiye on each wool loom and one mecidiye on each silk loom,
with the revenue intended to be used only for the development of the craft.
The commission provided training and certificates in the use of natural dyes
to a small number of dyers, and established a dye-house. It was thus possible
to regulate the workforce to ensure the quality of the carpets produced in the
town and thereby safeguard revenues.

Carpet production received significant attention in the aftermath of a period
of violence in Urfa, also in the northern part of the province of Aleppo. It was
claimed that in Urfa alone, a city of ,, in late December  approxi-
mately , Armenians were killed of the approximately , who had
lived there before the massacres; most of the dead were men. Such an enor-
mous figure was seen by many Protestant and Catholic missionaries almost as
an “opportunity” to increase their influence and power in the communities
while assisting them, and as part of their efforts mission industries, as
Hans-Lukas Kieser posits, became particularly important in allowing the

. Ibid., p. .
. Ibid.
. Ibid., p. .
. Hans-Lukas Kieser, Iskalanmış Barış. Doğu Vilayetleri’nde Misyonerlik, Etnik Kimlik ve
Devlet –, translated from the German, th ed. (Istanbul, ), pp. –. Corina
Shattuck, an American missionary in Urfa, gives this figure, which is lower than many contempo-
rary accounts. Ibid., pp. –. Anothermissionary claims that between forty and sixty per cent
of the city was made up of widows and orphans. See Mr Sanders, “In the Interior”, Missionary
Herald,  (August ), pp. –, quoted in Nazan Maksudyan, “‘Being Saved to Serve’:
Armenian Orphans of – and Interested Relief in Missionary Orphanages”, Turcica, 
(), pp. –, .
. For the “opportunities” of the post-massacre period, see Maksudyan, “‘Being Saved to
Serve’”, p. . For the Capuchins’ criticisms of the growing popularity of German
Protestantism in Urfa, see Kieser, Iskalanmış Barış, p. . Another period of opportunity for
increased activity and mass conversions was the aftermath of the anti-Christian violence in
Damascus in . See Julia Hauser, German Religious Women in Late Ottoman Beirut:
Competing Missions (Leiden, ), pp. –.
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violence-stricken population to earn a living following massacres.The carpet
factory established by the German missionaries in Urfa was indeed a success-
ful example of such a mission industry.
The German Orient Mission was established in Urfa in  by none other

than the famous Dr Johannes Lepsius, who the year before had founded
Deutsche Orient-Mission (DOM) and whose book on the horrors of the
deportations during World War I is considered one of the most courageous
of all attempts to publicize the mass violence against Armenians during the
Great War. Less well known is that Dr Lepsius was a Christlicher
Unternehmer who specialized in oriental carpets.

Economic calculations were embedded in Dr Lepsius’s humanitarian
mission from the beginning, as the lines blurred for many of the missionary
enterprises in Anatolia after the violence against Armenians in the
mid-s. Dr Lepsius had established the German Hilfsbund für
Armenien, later the Deutsche Orient-Mission, which, in the late s,
opened a carpet factory in Urfa and alongside it an orphanage, workshops
for orphans, and a hospital – although the factory was soon afterwards
detached from the mission (Figure ). Lepsius’s carpet factory provided
jobs to violence-stricken women in the town, just as the Capuchin sisters
did with their home-based employment networks of lace-making, or Corina
Shattuck, the famous missionary of the American Board for Foreign
Missions, who, in addition to her “Industrial Institute” for orphans, had
established a workshop for women in Urfa who worked there hemstitching
linen handkerchiefs. The carpet factory’s expansion from the late s
until World War I was quite striking, as it entered into various agreements
and sub-contracting arrangements with multinational companies.
These included the factory’s contract with the Austro-Orientalischen
Handels-Aktiengesellshaft, which was pivotal in supplying the Central
European markets with carpets produced by Urfa’s Armenian women.

. Kieser, Iskalanmış Barış, p. .
. Andreas Baumann, “Johannes Lepsius’ Missiologie” (Ph.D., University of South Africa,
), p. .
. Michelle Tusan, “The Business of Relief Work: AVictorian Quaker in Constantinople and
Her Circle”, Victorian Studies, : (), pp. –.
. Richard Schäfer, Geschichte der Deutschen Orient-Mission (Potsdam, ). Schäfer was a
prominent figure in the German missions for the Orient and his work has been used extensively
by later scholars. Uwe Feigel, Das evangelische Deutschland und Armenien (Göttingen, ),
pp. –; Uğur İnan, Osmanlı Devleti’nde Almanların Protestan Misyonerlik Faaliyetleri
(Ankara, ), pp. –, for the carpet factory, see pp. –; Aschot Hayruni, “Der
deutsche Hilfsbund für Armenien und sein armenisches Hilfswerk”, Հայագիտության հարցեր,
: (), pp. –.
. Maksudyan, “‘Being Saved to Serve’”, pp. –.
. Dr Johannes-Lepsius-Archiv [Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg], microfiche no.
, “Expose”, .II.. For the carpet exports from the Ottoman Empire to
Austria-Hungary, see Donald Quataert, “An Essay on Economic Relations Between the
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Dr Lepsius’s own business enterprises in Germany must have been crucial
in the development of his endeavour in Urfa, for hewas himself a carpet manu-
facturer. He owned a workshop in Friesdorf, which had been established both
to provide income to the peasants of the village and to generate revenue for the
expenses of the mission in the East. Dr Lepsius later dismantled the work-
shop and relocated it to Urfa. Before coming to Urfa, Dr Lepsius stated that
he wished to establish “a future mission industry in the Orient […] following
a trip to Turkey that would also serve to explore the condition of the
Armenians”. Among his reasons for choosing Urfa were the availability of
cheap labour after the massacre there and the future prospect of reaching mar-
kets easily thanks to the German-initiated Berlin-Baghdad railway, to say
nothing of Germany’s imperial ambitions in northern Syria. Lepsius pro-
vided the relief organization with the entire facility and a trained management

Figure . The weaving section of the “Industry House” of the German Orient Mission in Urfa.
The carpet weaving section would soon begin to act independently from the Mission and expand
its activities.
Der Christliche Orient, March-April .

Ottoman and Habsburg Empires, –”, in Andreas Tietze (ed.), Habsburgish-Osmanische
Beziehungen (Vienna, ), pp. –, .
. Baumann, “Johannes Lepsius’ Missiologie”, p. .
. Johannes Lepsius, “Der Herausgeber an die Freunde unserer Arbeit”, COJL,  (), p. ,
quoted in Baumann, “Johannes Lepsius’ Missiologie”, p. .
. Paul Rohrbach, Die Bagdadbahn, nd ed. (Berlin, ), p. .
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staff of four Germans whom he sent toUrfa to teach new techniques. And so it
came about that a carpet factory was established as part of the Orient-Mission
inUrfa. Theworkshop began workwith about ninety women in the late s
and in was able to purchase from the DOM the land it stood on, so estab-
lishing itself as a company independent from the missionaries and relieving
them of the financial pressure of supporting the factory. The new carpet com-
pany was called Deutsche Orient-Handels und Industrie-Gesellschaft
(DOHIG), with Dr Lepsius’s investment of ,marks making him the lar-
gest shareholder, with six other shareholders each holding ,marks’worth.
Meanwhile, other wealthy Armenophiles and aid organizations in Germany
and Switzerland purchased bonds. The company’s labour force expanded
from  young women in  to  working actually onsite by ,

although including women who wove at home on looms provided by the fac-
tory the true number of employees was much higher.
However, Dr Lepsius and his carpet factory was not the only case where

missionaries organized carpet production. Other missionaries too undertook
similar attempts, although none as successfully as the German enterprise in
Urfa. For instance, the American missionary orphanages in Ayntap (Antep)
and Kharpert (Harput) had a few looms in their facilities alongside other
“industrial work”. In Hachen (Haçin, Saimbeyli), in the Cilicia region, a
British subject working for the American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions named John Martin established a carpet-weaving workshop
in . He brought in an Armenian designer from Sivas and employed
Kurdish women to teach weaving to Armenians, but his enterprise soon
closed. However, Martin’s workshop for producing the regional fabric called
manusa was more successful, as was the case in other instances such as the
Armenian Relief Committee, which used manusa production in the same pe-
riod to provide assistance to widows. Production of manusa or other local
products required less capital and so appeared to the US missionaries to be
preferable forms of industrial activity. Only a few, such as the Corina
Shattuck already mentioned, had the necessary organizational ability and con-
nections to become players in international markets, so although they pro-
duced very valuable and internationally sought-after carpets, enterprises
requiring substantial capital investment like Dr Lepsius’s were rarely

. Dr. Johannes-Lepsius-Archiv, microfiche no. , “Expose”, .II..
. Feigel,Das evangelische Deutschland und Armenien, p. ; Aram Sahakean,Diwtsanznakan
Urfan yew ir Hayirdinnere (Beirut, ) [nd edn, Antillas, ], p. ; “Die
Teppich-Manufaktur”, Der Christliche Orient (), p. .
. For Ayntap, see Maksudyan, “‘Being Saved to Serve’”, p.  (table ); for Kharpert, see
Ottoman State Archives, DH.TMIK.M., pp. – ( May ).
. Hakob Poghosyan, Hacheni Endhanur Patmutiwne, (Los Angeles, ) [reprint Antilas,
], p.; Foreign Office, Report for the Year  on the Trade of the District of Erzeroum
(London, ), p. ; Report for the Year  on the Trade of the District of Erzeroum
(London, ), p. .
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attempted by US missionaries. However, fifteen years after Martin’s attempts
in Hachen following the Hamidian massacres, international capital would
once again revitalize carpet weaving following another instance of violence.
Themassacres in Cilicia, known as the AdanaMassacres, took place in April

in the context of the  March/ April counter-coup in Istanbul. Divisions
within the Committee of Union and Progress, anti-Armenian agitation in
the newspapers, and rumours of Armenians arming themselves combined
with long-standing ill-will over the contrasting wealth of Armenian industrial
and merchant capital owners and poverty among Muslim seasonal cotton
workers to ignite an ethnic clash in the town. According to the official num-
bers, about , were killed, about , of them Muslims and most of the
rest Armenians. As with the massacres in the mid-s, Armenian widows
and orphans embodied a major dilemma in the immediate aftermath in .
After the Armenian Massacres in Cilicia, in September , the Armenian
Patriarchate and the Administration of the Armenian Community in
Istanbul created a Committee for Widow Relief and Care (Ayriakhnam
Handznazhoghov) and sent it to the violence-stricken region. Its primary
goal was to create jobs for widows by which they could support themselves
and their fatherless children.

The Patriarchate’s Widows Committee was keen to establish workshops to
make local craft products in the hope that they could be exported, so the effi-
ciency of such undertakings and their need tomake a profit were never far from
Committee members’minds. After preliminary investigations, the Committee
decided to invest in workshops producing not only carpets but other textiles,
like dresses and socks. Some, like the sock workshop in Hachen, soon enjoyed
considerable success. In its early days, in March , the Hachen sock work-
shop housed seven sock-makingmachines, but before long it was accommodat-
ing forty-two. The Committee established carpet workshops, too, although
they faced many problems from competition and the priorities of the actors in
the export-oriented carpet market. For instance, the Committee, after investi-
gating the region’s potential, decided inMarch  to establish a carpet work-
shop in Hachen. In search of advice and expertise to assist with the initial
setting-up of production and marketing, they first applied to the OCM and
then to Karapet Efendi Kehyayan of Aleppo, a prominent oriental carpets mer-
chant. Unfortunately for the Committee, both the OCM and Kehyayan
rejected their requests for assistance.

. For the violence in the Cilicia region in  known as the Adana Massacres, see Bedross Der
Matossian, “From Bloodless Revolution to Bloody Counterrevolution: The Adana Massacres of
”, Genocide Studies and Prevention, : (), pp. –.
. [Patriarkaran Hayots, Ayriakhnam Handznazhoghov], Teghekagir Ayriakhnami
(Constantinople, ), p. . Thus, here the vorb (orphan) was inclusive and included those chil-
dren who had lost their male guardians.
. Ibid., p. .
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TheCommittee hadmeanwhile begun perforce to spend its emergency fund
for the daily needs of the widows, so they decided to open their own work-
shop. Accordingly, seven looms were installed and masters were brought in
from Kayseri in March . Nevertheless, even the Committee recognized
that the workshop’s early products were inadequate; the masters proved nei-
ther adept in all the fine details of the craft, nor were they versed in the latest
technical and scientific developments in carpet production. The real chal-
lenge, however, was none other than the OCM itself, for soon after the
Committee established its workshop in Hachen the OCM opened its own
workshop, larger, better capitalized, and with superior equipment.

As various observers noted, the women and children in the
violence-stricken region were quite simply involved in a fight for market
share. First, Hampardzum Boyacıyan, a politician from the socialist
Hnchaks with family ties to Hachen, visited the town and suggested that
the Committee expand its sock workshop and sell the carpet workshop to
the OCM. However, the Committee was powerless to act on Boyacıyan’s sug-
gestion without its Inspector Jaques Sayapalyan’s report, but perhaps fortu-
nately that too presented sale to the OCM as the only solution. The OCM
had centralized its system for dyeing yarn, allowing it to produce yarns of
higher quality, and its looms too were better enabling them to make carpets
for the upper end of the market. The Committee’s workshop would therefore
either have to upgrade their looms or accept that they were producing for the
lower end of the market. Moreover, theOCM’s marketing network enabled its
products to reach European and American markets, whereas the Committee
lacked any such commercial connections. Yet, for the Inspector, the most
important motivation to sell the workshop to the OCM was related to its
workforce. Carpet making primarily employed not elderly widows but
young girls, who were not the Committee’s target population in Hachen.
It is interesting here to point out that the Inspector presented his finding
about the ages of the women as if it were something that had only recently
emerged in the face of competition from the OCM – as if it had not been
known that many young women who had been affected by the recent violence
were working at the Committee’s carpet-making facility to help their families.
At any rate, eventually the workshop did indeed change hands, and the
Committee even praised the Inspector for the bargain he struck with the
OCM, under which he was able to sell the workshop with all its equipment
and products to the multinational “at a small loss”.

. Ibid., pp. –.
. Ibid., p. .
. Ibid.
. Ibid., p. . The loss was about fifty Ottoman Gold liras, thirty-two of which were paid as
wages to the workers.
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In all cases, carpet production that began as a relief effort in the
violence-stricken regions soon became a major industry employing hundreds
of women in a variety of labour regimes unknown to them before the mas-
sacres. The expansion of the industry went hand in hand with the circulation
of discourses in both the Armenian community and the broader society aimed
at justifying the view that individuals were responsible for their own and their
family’s well-being, that their welfare was not the entire community’s
responsibility.

INVESTMENT IN PHILANTHROPY AND THE DEBATE
OVER MORALITY

The expansion of the market for oriental carpets and the growth of the
economic actors’ power to reconstruct post-violence Armenian communities
combined to create a distinct social-cultural environment. In the
violence-stricken regions, capital owners, community leaders, and many of
the destitute women who joined the workforce formed what David Harvey
calls “structured coherence”, creating material institutions and discourses to
bolster their community and strive for its solidarity. In an increasingly
market-dominated society, the exploitation of women and children through
low wages and long hours began to be viewed as culturally acceptable – in
fact, as the “the moral way” to earn income. It was presented as if it were
the only means to alleviate the women’s wretched condition, that they must
help themselves and their families and so serve their community. Any oppo-
sition was labelled laziness and even perfidiousness.
The discourses about the ethics of the new capitalist relationships in general

and of carpet production in particular parallel the changes in the understand-
ing of the work ethic associated with the development of economic thought
and the new relationships between the body and morality. As hard work
came to be emphasized in the late Ottoman Empire as an element of the cor-
poreal morality of the individual, simultaneously the categories of “the needy”
and “the lazy” were created, transforming values and norms alongside the
needs of capitalist modernity. The debate among intellectuals, merchants,

. David Harvey, “The Geopolitics of Capitalism”, in idem (ed.), Spaces of Capital: Towards a
Critical Geography (New York, ), pp. –, .
. Hasmik Khalapyan, “Women’s Education, Labour or Charity? Significance of Needlework
among Ottoman Armenians, from Mid-Nineteenth to Early Twentieth Century”, Women’s
History Magazine,  (), pp. –, –.
. Melis Hafez, “The Lazy, the Idle, the Industrious: Discourse and Practice of Work and
Productivity in Late Ottoman Society” (Ph.D., UCLA, ); Nadir Özbek, “‘Beggars’ and
‘Vagrants’ in Ottoman State Policy and Public Discourse, –”, Middle Eastern Studies,
: (), pp. –, –; Benjamin C. Fortna, “Islamic Morality In Late Ottoman
‘Secular’ Schools”, International Journal of Middle East Studies, : (), pp. –, ;
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community leaders, and missionaries about the effects of the carpet market
that began to grow following the violence is a good place to start to examine
how such discourses, framed as the reconstruction of communities through
labour, slowly opened the way to the acceptance and diffusion in the
Ottoman Empire of exploitative market relationships as the norm in the
empire’s role as part of the global economy.
In fact, the imperial context was already ripe for such a development. The

Ottoman economy, after its bankruptcy in the mid-s and following
two decades of economic crisis, was in need of revitalization. Attracting for-
eign capital for infrastructural developments was one aspect of its redevelop-
ment, one example of it being the Berlin-Baghdad railway. On the
manufacturing side, revitalization of small-scale labour-intensive local indus-
tries was on the agenda, and, as we have seen, carpets were the most
export-oriented commodity the empire produced. The Ottoman state there-
fore promoted carpet production in Anatolian towns by exhibiting their pro-
ducts at the various World’s Fairs, and when the Ottoman government
attempted to establish an industrial base in the Sivas region carpet production
was one of the industries it promoted by assisting entrepreneurs in the estab-
lishment of the first carpet factory in Sivas and then continuing actively to sup-
port it. In Kayseri, the need to increase both the quality and quantity of
carpet production mentioned earlier motivated the governor to establish
another carpet commission.
The new economic goals and new labour regimes and work environments

were accompanied by talk of providing jobs for the poor which justified the
establishment of them. For instance, the notion of providing work to the
needy was invoked in connection with the sultan’s personal endeavours in
the capital, where, in the same period, carpet-weaving workshops were estab-
lished under his auspices specifically to provide work for the urban poor.

Missionaries, too, contributed to the discourses of community building, pro-
moting solidarity based on industrial work and the moral values associated
with earning wages, with for instance violence-stricken Urfa’s new carpet fac-
tory appearing prominently in missionary publications of the period.

Interestingly, discourses about philanthropic investment were used not only
in public but also among interested parties in smaller circles, such as those
of the European shareholders of the carpet factory in Urfa. In , for
instance, as the factory faced financial difficulty the bond holders of the

Deniz T. Kılınçoğlu, Economics and Capitalism in the Ottoman Empire (Abingdon and
New York, ), pp. –.
. Quataert, Ottoman Manufacturing in the Age of Industrial Revolution, p. .
. Salname-i Vilayet-i Sivas, vol.  (Sivas  []), pp. –.
. Sabah, no. , / September ; Buzandion, no. , / September .
. For instance, see “Berichte über das deutscheHilfswerk in Armenien”,DerChristlicheOrient
(), pp. –; “Industrie undHandwerk inUrfa”,DerChristlicheOrient (), pp. –.
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DOHIG in Europe were asked to convert their bonds into capital contribu-
tions. A draft of the company report summarized the situation as follows:

the previous shareholders have no capital interest in the enterprise, but wished to
serve in the human interest of the economic development of the plundered and
impoverished Armenian population. Thus, the shareholders have agreed to limit
the net-return of their capital to between % and %, so that future net profit
of the consolidation and expansion of the company can be used [in humanitarian
direction].

However, the most important arena within which to observe the spread of
such public discourses, and a testing ground for their acceptance, was the
newspapers, which discussed the significant role of providing work not
only through the philanthropic institutions of the government or the sultan,
but through the market and private capital. Indeed, in most cases the impor-
tance of carpet production to the recovery of the violence-stricken poor was
promoted by people who themselves had stakes in the carpet business.
Tashciyan, for instance, in Sivas, himself invested in the system in his capacity
as a merchant, observing that carpet production “has been very beneficial to
the poor folk of the city”. Shavarsh Yeseyyan, from Kayseri, a carpet
designer, likewise condemned the declining quality of the carpets produced
there, justifying the work of the carpet commission in maintaining the trade.
However, Yeseyyan’s major concerns were that the city was losing a source
of wealth and that the poor were being deprived of their main source of
income. He noted that the wealth was shared among the silk merchants
who provided the raw material, the merchants who sold the carpets, and the
poor workers and peasant families. He concluded therefore that the situation,
“causes them a peaceful, happy and moral life; those who have jobs are spared
from evil by living morally and happily […] they do not become a burden to
their nation, to their city or neighbourhood”. Private capital’s role as the
motive force organizing the business and the government’s as its supporter
and the regulator of its market were justified by a discourse of enabling the
needy to assist themselves, thus lessening the responsibility of the local com-
munity and state for the poor in their current condition, let alone the latter’s
role in the violence that had brought them to it.
The new labour regime initiated in the post-violence geographies did not go

uncontested, although the criticisms never became general nor were they a
reaction to the transformation from community-provided assistance for the
poor to the idea of personal and communal salvation through individual

. Dr Johannes-Lepsius-Archiv, microfiche no. , “Expose”, .II.. The “im
humanen-Interesse” in the original text has been crossed out and replaced with “humanitärer
Richtung”.
. Biwrakn, no. ,  December , p. .
. Buzandion, ,  January/ February .
. Ibid., my emphasis.
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hard work. A debate concerning the carpet factory in Sivas published in the
Istanbul daily Arewelk is a case in point. The first letter was signed by
“A.P.” from Sivas and the second, in response, was written by Robert
Orberyan, a rug-merchant from Izmir. Both letters date from May  –

immediately after Albert Aliotti established his carpet factory in Sivas. A.P.
turns out to have been a somewhat lowly religious dignitary in Sivas, and he
began his criticism by clearly stating that he was not against competition in
the market, but against its consequences – thus establishing himself
firmly in favour of the new capitalist order even while criticizing Aliotti’s
factory, on various grounds. A.P. claimed that one Mr Ekizler, an agent of
Aliotti, had rented the Armenian Community School in Sivas and refused
to move out, despite protests. More importantly, Mr Ekizler was refusing
to improve the poor working conditions in the factory. A.P. then went on
to say this:
[…] And their factory?Oof! Don’t ask. In the small rooms of the school –

 girls are placed next to each other or on top of each other. Once I had the
honour to be invited inside – a real honour, it should be said, as no one has
been accepted inside the workshop. When I proposed to open a window to
change the air, the girls looked at me stupefied, objecting that they would
catch cold. There was every kind of infection. Dust particles were waltzing
in the air. I covered my mouth and nose with my handkerchief; I almost suf-
focated. That has to be improved, because the poor are spending their physical
being for the profit of others […] Is it also necessary to lose their morality?

Such criticism of the material conditions of the carpet workshops – particu-
larly in Sivas –was common and observed in later eras too.However, the role
of market relations was never raised in discussions of poor working condi-
tions, and the suggestion was always that the various tensions arising in the
community consequent on the rapidly growing carpet sector could be solved
only through capital. We can better understand that by examining Orberyan’s
response to “A.P.”.
Oberyanmade it clear that the government was behind theAliotti enterprise

in Sivas. The factory representative “was accepted with indescribable
well-wishes by the officials of the government, who on every occasion helped
in the success of the enterprise. It is impossible not tomention the sympathetic
encouragements of the [governors], the late Haci Hasan Pasha, and the newly
appointed Reshat Bey”. In a long letter, Orberyan openly pondered the carpet
entrepreneurs’ role in the development of the poor and now violence-stricken
regions:
That [carpet] trade brings blessing with it everywhere […] I would like to

ask, “Where is that bread which [Aliotti] wanted to grasp from the hand of

. Arewelk, no.  (April / May ).
. Margaret E. Burton, Women Workers of the Orient (West Medford, MA, ), pp. –.
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the poor Armenian woman?” […] The moralist A.P. and people like him con-
sider the morality of poor and orphan girls to have been lost when they go to
work to produce [carpets] for their daily bread. From my heart, I wish that
therewere not one but tenwhowould go and establish houses [i.e. workshops]
for the betterment of the economic condition.

Finally, addressing the criticism of the low wages and poor working condi-
tions, Orberyan used an analogy well-known in Anatolia: “Someone gives a
cucumber to a poor man whose breath reeks of hunger, but the hungry man
rejects it, saying ‘This cucumber is crooked!’” [or “beggars can’t be choosers”
as we say in English].

Providing a “moral” income was a central aspect to the discourses. Modern
scholarship has tended to interpret “morality” primarily as “sexual honour”
and the protection of male patriarchal codes. Yet, the quotes above, including
Oberyan’s analogy, at least hint that a complementary meaning of “morality”
was developing, that of having the “honour” to earn a living instead of being
dependent on charity. In other words, individual labour that lifted from the
shoulders of the community the burden of looking after the needy was
depicted as “moral” work. That was most visible when such “moral” income
was juxtaposed with its opposite – with laziness and dependence on charity.
Marash was another Cilician town hit by the massacres, and the intro-

duction of carpet-making there too nicely illustrates that reasoning. The mas-
sacres of – left  women as widows while there were a further 
widows after the massacres in , leaving a total of  widows, ninety of
whom were unable to work. The OCM arrived in Marash before the
Armenian Relief Committee for Widows, opening a workshop in  so
that by the time of the Committee Inspector’s visit to the town a few years
later there were already  looms operating in Marash, with about  girls
working at them. Yet, as the Committee’s Inspector noted, there were only
a few widows among the workforce, their absence considered interesting in
that a number of young women were among the widows who could have
worked in the OCM workshop, but it appeared that many were unwilling
to do so. The Inspector’s explanation was simple: the cause of the phenom-
enon must have been laziness – certainly not the OCM’s policies nor the
working conditions! The Inspector had ready a long story detailing what
he called “the development of laziness” among the people of Marash. It was
not inherent in them, he opined, but was a result of the missionaries’ activities
in the region after the massacres of . To the Inspector, missionary activity
after themassacres of –was, with the possible exception of amission-
ary industrial plant, primarily religious propaganda, and the people of Marash

. Arewelk, no. , / May .
. Ibid.
. Teghekagir Ayriakhnami, appendices, p. .
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preferred to obtain money by simply converting to one or other variety of
Christianity rather than by earning an income by the sweat of their brows.
The Inspector claimed brusquely that the missionary material assistance
“clearly weakened the population, made [them become] lazy and lose [their]
morals (mezkatsutsatz, tzulatsutsatz, anbaroyakatsustatz e zhoghovorde)”.

He advised a number of girls to go to work at the OCM workshop, but
they did not, despite their having at first agreed to; clearly this must have
been for no other reason than that they were accustomed to receiving assis-
tancewithout working. By blaming the people and their laziness for their pro-
blems, the Inspector shifted attention from the massacres as the main cause of
the situation to individual moral failure and lack of work ethic. Conveniently,
too, his diagnosis eased the burden on the community administration which
had failed to provide assistance. Hard work was seen as the only solution
that could elevate their status, morality was now closely associated with an
individual’s work, which was seen as the means by which violence-stricken
communities could repair themselves. The growing dominance of market-
based definitions of hard work and laziness left any of Armenian women
who were by choice without work deprived of that choice’s potential as an
act of resistance to changing work regimes and social conditions.

CONCLUSION: LABOUR CAUGHT BETWEEN SURVIVAL
AND COMMUNITY BUILDING

The cases of Sivas, Kayseri, Urfa, and Cilicia demonstrate how various labour
markets were opened as cheap production sites following anti-Armenian
violence in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Various agents
– bureaucrats, missionaries, local merchants, and multinational companies –
were all part of that development both materially and through the discourses
they disseminated in public. Labour regimes and those various discourses,
particularly that of “morality”, were related to the new economic and social
environments in the post-violence communities, especially their role in
legitimizing the rule of market forces and withdrawal of community institu-
tions from supporting the poor, paving the way for the subsequent use of
the cheap labour of women and children during the reconstruction of the
local economies. I have argued here that the growth of the overall Ottoman
economy and its reindustrialization in the early twentieth century and the
turning of oriental carpets into a globally sought-after commodity were
enmeshed with the expansion of the labour market after anti-Armenian and
gendered violence.

. Ibid., p. .
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Our focus on the labour regime and the discourses around it should not
blind us to a practice that became widespread in the period and was in fact a
radical solution to the problems of violence-stricken communities, especially
the problems faced by women. It not only posited and accepted women as
breadwinners for the surviving members of their families, it also lessened
the burden of widow and orphan care by relieving the community of it.
With the shift in responsibility, the relationship between individuals and
their communities were reconfigured, as the ingrained relationship of depen-
dence and social control began to take on different forms in the more market-
based context of the post-violence era. Women’s new participation in the
labour force and their economic empowerment in their community – however
limited it might have been – was all the same occurring amid systematic pov-
erty and with constant and unavoidable dependence on fragile local and global
economic dynamics.
This understanding of self-sufficiency became even more central to the

reconstruction of the communities in the following years, as in the years 
to  the survivors now became refugees. Some Armenian weavers were
able to live by their skills and were able to pass them on; they could find
work too in their new circumstances as refugees. Survivors from Sivas – includ-
ing Siranush – have testified that somewho could weave carpets were effectively
deported from their hometown towork in the carpet factory at Aleppo,while
others stayed in Anatolia to weave carpets in orphanages and institutions for
widows opened there and in Syria by missionaries and the occupying forces
after thewar.Kuenzler, a Swiss missionary at Urfa, moved the German carpet
factory in Urfa to Ghazir in Lebanon, where it served as a shelter for hundreds
of Armenian orphans. It was in the workshop of that orphanage that
Armenian orphans learned the skills that enabled them to produce the famous
Orphan Rug, which was sent to the White House in .

The story of carpet production in the Armenian communities in the late
Ottoman Empire allows us to challenge the limits to Ottoman history and his-
toriography set by the absence of discussion of violence, and of anti-Armenian
violence in particular. My aim here was to adduce the case of carpet-making to
problematize why and how the violence in – and in  destroyed
more than just the property of the thousands of Armenians whose lives the

. Testimony of Souren Sargsian (born , Sebastia, Khochhissar Village), in Verjine Svazlian,
The Armenian Genocide: Testimonies of the Eyewitness Survivors (Yerevan, ), p. .
. Testimony of Yeghsa Antonian (born , Harpoot), in ibid., pp. –; testimony of
Nvard Petros Ablapoutian (born , Yedessia, Kamourdj Village), in ibid., p. ; testimony
of Souren Sargsian, in ibid, p. ; testimony of Zabel Ayvazian (born , Ayntap), in ibid.,
p. .
. Feigel,Das evangelische Deutschland und Armenien, pp. –; testimony ofMarta Djanik
Eoylenjian (born , Harpoot), in Svazlian, The Armenian Genocide, p. .
. Ida Alamuddin, Papa Kuenzler and the Armenians (London, ), pp. –.
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violence claimed. These were people accepted chiefly as the artisanal sector in
Anatolian towns, and the massacres shattered too their existing commercial
networks and market relationships, which then allowed capitalism to make
inroads into regions previously relatively detached from global markets
while almost incidentally pulling women into the labour market. The case
of oriental carpets in the late Ottoman Empire shows that it was not, as
Rosa Luxembourg once famously stated, the violence inherent in capitalism
which expanded its limits, but rather the destruction violence brought that
made the required room for capitalism to expand its borders into the world
of the late Ottoman Empire. The empire’s transformation into a capitalist soci-
ety came after violence, as recovery both created the material conditions for
market relationships to be extended and stimulated the discourses which
encouraged broader society’s acceptance of them. For its part, the Ottoman
state stepped in only to support the new developments. Thus, the oriental
carpet’s transformation into the most important commercial product of the
Ottoman Empire and by the turn of the century a true global commodity
stands as a case clearly highlighting the prime role of violence in transforming
the Ottoman Empire into a capitalist society.
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